SD elections OK, National Elections most fraudulent ever • Trump needs to resign and be spared a full investigation on Russia & Conflicts of Interest
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Local Election Honest National Elections were the most fraudulent in US history – Much already proven!

NATIONAL: This had to wait until after the election to avoid suppressing the vote.

It takes 5 years to prove that an election was rigged, and if they want to, politicians who cheated may even be in office. Some states make photocopies or photographs of ballots, but how many can we let anybody see them. That is because there are something like ten thousand ways to cheat on elections, and they get more sneaky every day.

The 2000 election, where George W. Bush beat Al Gore, resulted in more than 200 individuals going to prison for rigging that election. It took until 2005 to prove all that, and by that time Bush was on his second term, the 2004 election also apparently being proven fraudulent. John Kerry beat George W. Bush handily, but the election results were falsified. How come you never heard about this?

When these things happen, there is a Media Gap Order issued for anyone of the News Media from talking about it. In many cases these things can even be declared a US Government Secret, to avoid people losing faith in our electoral system. Court results are also “Sealed”, which is legal speak for being held in secrecy. Some folks were in the courtroom when these matters were adjudicated, and they leak information to Facebook and the Underground Press, neither of which are considered “News Media” in legal definitions.

Facebook's page “Election Scam Clearinghouse”, operated by Ray Lutz, is one source which explains how corruption is used to cheat the voters in past and similar sorts of things. Not the thing we want the public to be able to read. It also covers such things as giving change to a customer, what constitutes a valid marriage, and how much semen gets added to dairy products to make them kosher. Your attorney can discuss these things with you, if you decide to go into the dairy processing business. Citizen’s Arrest is a British TV program.

My favorite video clip shows CIA Director George H. Bush (Sr.) in the Oval Office with President Reagan. Bush says, “Electors are so easy to fix that I could get my little boy George W. (Jr.), elected President someday.” Reagan smiled. True story. I was involved personally as a member of the News Media, seeing to it that George H. Bush could not be re-elected to a second term as President. It was called Iran Contra, and we in the media threatened to expose the lies behind the aftermath using CIA for cover. You’re welcome.

I wrote an editorial entitled “A Line in the Nation’s Diaries”. Never used my own name because of being politically too “hot” myself. If you oppose the awful things done by the Conservative Assholes, don’t you too can be homeless in San Diego.

DONALD TRUMP: If your President is guilty of many counts of High Treason, but uses his power to cover that up, what do we do? Richard Nixon had to resign in order to avoid an Impeachment Trial in the House of Representatives over Watergate, because that would have brought down the House of Representatives. John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, and Martin Luther King. Exactly all that Trump did would fill a book, including selling secrets to Russia in return for fixing the 2016 election. Some of this involved murder. When the truth comes out, I expect 400 Felony Indictments. He will not be Impeached, because the Senate will find him Not Guilty, but they might not be able to do that because of all the dirt the House investigation brings out. Trump and his people are now deleting as much evidence as they can, but a whole lot of folks have unsealed it. The USA will triumph over Traitor Trump. Source: The Underground Press Association. (Not its real name)

Solutions? Impose Trump. Change the rules so it only takes a Single Minority, and not a Two-Thirds Majority in the Senate. After all, Trump changed the rules in order to appoint two Supreme Court Justices who are Conservative Assholes, didn’t he? Might that in itself be grounds for Impeachment? I gotta be careful, though, because Trump reads this newsletter. Nothing personal, Donald, but like you always say on re-runs of “The Apprentice”, “You’re Fired!” Also, my prediction that this whole situation goes nuclear has NOTHING to do with Russia. Yes, Russia was
involved in your becoming unlawfully elected, plus you committed Treason in your dealings with Russian intelligence agents, so you can't be involved. Who will? In 1980 the Presidentレストラン高級の美食家、主办人enda。in order to vote counting is getting more honest, and San Diego's elections were actually fair, and I want to congratulate Michael Vu, his committee was formed.

Other News

The latest from Ward shows he is a real estate agent in downtown San Diego tell me that "I had a real estate agent in downtown San Diego tell me that "you can society gain any benefit from them?  Keep solving the homeless problem in San Diego, not by paying that nothing they can do."

Solutions

Morally, I am obliged to propose solutions. On Classism, that is so like trying to re-write the extremely ugly and gross, "The Rath of c."

Matt Potter of the San Diego Reader tells exactly how some of the local corruption causes homelessness in his City Lights News Ticker article, Nov. 15, p.31, "The Rath of von San Diego."

Gary Worsh, in a San Diego Union-Tribune article Sunday, Nov. 11, Page B-1, "No Impact After City Hall's Housing Push: Homeless downtown are due to transportation problems, and nothing else. It is the only area of the City where all services such as the Salvation Army, Food Bank, Father Joe's Daily Lunch, are all within walking distance. Homeless do not have money for the bus, and so they are "homeless downtown."

Michael Smolders in the San Diego Union-Tribune wrote "Election a mixed bag for Faulconer — and Labor, too," Sun. Nov. 11, giving a good analysis of the local elections, and what they mean. It would add some that some of San Diego's "Republicanized voters" will now have to rule San Diego. Labor is Republican in this town, a way to help keep wages lower than they should be.

In an excellent editorial in the Tues., Nov. 13 edition of the San Diego Union-Tribune, Matthew T. Hall and his colleagues make a strong case for corruption in both branches of government, and that corruption is "it's tough to bounce back from Nazi shit."
suggest that San Diego skip its annual homeless count this year, because the Regional Task Force on the Homeless is too disorganized to do a valid count. HUD does allow cities to skip a year. We could then prepare for an excellent count. 14 months from now.

Starving? Rich people taste just like chicken! Send for the Donald Trump Senior Starvation Program FREE BOOK, “Cooking Stray Cats”

Other News:
Trump China Tax on imports will hurt older and poorer Americans, who buy most of their food and items like paper napkins at the 99 cent store. • Some homeless activists want an art show, the Homeless Barbie (doll) Contest. This is art relevant to the homeless situation. • Todd Gloria came up with a good idea, housing San Diego homeless in housing made from shipping containers. We already have such containers used for buildings at the New Quarry, 13th and Market. • The Gas Tax Increase pales in importance to the Global Price Fixing which occurs in California, the Anti-Tug rigging of gas prices to have gasoline cost a dollar a gallon more in San Diego than in Gary, Indiana. That isn’t a tax, it’s a secret deal between gasoline wholesalers. • Global Warming may be bull because the Antarctic Ice Cores show our weather for thousands of years has always gotten super-hot and super-cold, but carbon dioxide levels in the air damage human brain tissue, plus cancer, etc. • 60000 (on any given day) Un-housed, and 2 Million = Nearly Homeless = “Official HUD Statistic for what THE Ludwig San Diego’s “Cost Burdened”, The State of California calls them "Financially Strained.”” • San Diego: At Least Triple the Homeless by Percent of Anywhere Else in the World (unless you accept the official Propaganda bullshit) • Being homeless on the sidewalk i a great model of affordable housing for those experiencing homelessness. We consider it a prison for poor people who are also experiencing mental illness. And it is not a ‘solution’ for our institutions. In the past, Alpha Project was the most benevolent operator of the Neil Good Homeless Daycare Center, and at that time had our endorsement. They also were bargained-in by the Underground Pressure to run PATH=Connections Housing in 2010 because the Mormon version in Skid Row, Los Angeles was such an awfull mess. Over two dozen Underground Press Editors assembled at San Diego City Hall in October of 2010 to oppose Mormon PATH being able to blick the San Diego and US taxpayers here. Out of the fracas which resulted was born this newspaper, because I was the only person available to give San Diego same. Alpha Project lost our endorsement when it came to no longer operate PATH, years later, and has since not been humane enough with Alpha Project. However, they are in a state of change, so still tuned for better news.

Shide Comments:
I don’t live in a vacuum; sometimes it just seems that way. • There’s only three ways to make money in San Diego: #1, Wall Street, #2, Real Estate, #3, Start a Nonprofit that helps the victims of #1 and #2. • It’s San Diego, so the help you get here is pretend home, not real help. If you want real help, you gotta live in a city run by the Italian Mafia, not the Mormons. • Skin cancer, parasites, mosquito breeding stations are now available from the same company that brought you Med-Flies. Bugs-R-Us. • The scariest part of Halloween is the Elections about a week later. Vote for the ghoul politician of your choice.

---

END OF MEETINGS

---

Kitten Stew

River Fixing are looking for he had to have voice surgery. •

---

Meetings:

BASIC DIORTY COALITION • November 2, 2018, from information supplied by Meryn Watanahe.

“Beacon of Hope” Gala = Highlighted various social justice issues related to homelessness.

SDSU Study = Dr. Megan Welch = She and her colleagues see that the lack of hygiene-sanitation services is a human rights issue and want to understand experiences of homeless individuals who live in the San Diego River, focusing on hygiene and their access to hygiene-related sanitation services. They are conducting a research study and are looking for individuals who want to participate in interviews (Fall 2018, 2 – 5 pm, and San Diego Community College, East Valley Community Library). Participants will receive either gift cards or MUTS passes. • 1st wave of interview will help shape the questions for future interviews. No contact number was provided to see if this is still going on. • Street Café 1st and 3rd Fridays 3:00 – 4:30pm Chicano Park parking lot near 1-5 S ramp • Survival Supply Distribution Sunday, December 2nd – 11am Corner of 14th and K St.

Great feature of Anne Riss in the San Diego Reader!

Richard of Alpha Square says it is a great model of affordable housing for those experiencing homelessness. We consider it prison for poor people who are also experiencing mental illness. And it is not a solution for our institutions. In the past, Alpha Project was the most benevolent operator of the Neil Good Homeless Daycare Center, and at that time had our endorsement. They also were bargained in by the Underground Pressure to run PATH=Connections Housing in 2010 because the Mormon version in Skid Row, Los Angeles was such an awful mess. Over two dozen Underground Press Editors assembled at San Diego City Hall in October of 2010 to oppose Mormon PATH being able to blick the San Diego and US taxpayers here. Out of the fracas which resulted was born this newspaper, because I was the only person available to give San Diego same. Alpha Project lost our endorsement when it came to no longer operate PATH, years later, and has since not been humane enough with Alpha Project. However, they are in a state of change, so still tuned for better news.

---

EDITORIALS PENDING:

NIKE UTAH? No, but help rescue the Mormons from their church.

---

DONATIONS were not accepted for many years because that caused too many problems of all different sorts. Now, you can donate if you want, using PayPal.Com, account nz9f@hotmail.com.

Money will be used to feed poor people, buy office supplies, provide antibiotics, house battered women and drug addicts that need help, and do some basic political activism.

---
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Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the zoo, except you’re the exhibit.
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The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi Knights Templar, which is descended from the Pharao's of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World Bank, Freemasonry, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharoristocracy, or Pharaoh Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis to control the masses. Then, they use the world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to control and enslave the public. Many of them are not even from this planet.

These are the same people who invented God, so they could control you and make money off it. They fill your head with propaganda from the day you are born. The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys and runs the court system, religious system, and news media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by expanding the size of both real estate and food production. They hate population reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy termination have been available for thousands of years. That is also why they have no marriage licenses, so they do not automatically produce biological children, and why they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce population. They also hate war, unless they can make money on it. “They” are the British Temple Bar of London.

The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi Knights Templar, which is descended from the Pharos of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World Bank, Freemasonry, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharaohoristocracy, or Pharaoh Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis to control the masses. Then, they use the world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to control and enslave the public. Many of them are not even from this planet.